UAIR Makes New Data on Spring Census and FY19 Available to Campus
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The following data updates are now available to campus users on University Analytics & Institutional Research (UAIR) platforms.

SPRING 2020 CENSUS DATA

UAIR has now completed and verified the Spring Semester 21st day snapshot of student data focusing on admissions, enrollment, and other related areas. Campus users with the appropriate permissions (Student-Medium and higher) can now view Spring 2020 data in the Student Academic Profile Snapshot subject area [1] in UAccess Analytics.

FISCAL YEAR 2019 DATA

In the Finance Overview section of UAIR's Interactive Fact Book [2], the general public can now view data from FY19 reflected in the Revenue & Expenditures Workbook [3]. This workbook includes visual representations of year-over-year comparisons in the areas of total revenue, total expenditures, increase in net position, and total personnel and benefit expenditures. Users can export the graphs found in this workbook as images, .pdfs, or PowerPoint slides. The FY19 data is also reflected in the new Institutional Profile [4] page, which provides a high-level overview of popular data points like admissions, enrollment, degrees, majors, faculty, staff, and finance.

For more information on these updates, availability of other data or general questions, please contact us at uair@email.arizona.edu [5].
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